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ANALYSIS

Doomsday plan activated: The real
reason FEMA is in control and POTUS is
now powerless
Looming extinction-level event: Celestial objects may be on a
direct collision course with earth, White House issues plan to
mitigate earthbound near-earth objects in last-ditch effort to
save humanity. The first asteroid intersects earth's orbit
Wednesday, April 15, then again on April 29, and beyond. This is
not a drill but rather a real-world "live exercise."
By Shepard Ambellas - April 14, 2020

Preface
First of all, let me make clear that I myself am not saying that anything is
going to impact the earth; it is NASA’s variable data that shows meteor
strikes are possible but not guaranteed. Furthermore a de ection plan has
been implemented at a presidential level and is posted on WhiteHouse.gov
for the naysayers so don’t try and troll the messenger.
This report is the most important report you will ever read and serves as a
proverbial roadmap for you the reader which will carefully guide you down a road
of truth and facts revealing the real reason for the current lockdowns and full-scale
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military mobilization and deployment which governments worldwide have recently
and diligently carried out in the name of the invisible enemy known as COVID-19.
This report is comprised of breadcrumbs which leads the reader to discover what
exactly is and has been taking place on a global geopolitical level, and at a local
level here in the United States and will explain why governments worldwide have
positioned a plethora of military and other assets and have locked down entire
populations in the name of the emerging invisible enemy known as COVID-19.
The information contained in this report is highly sensitive and is all based in fact.
The information is real and needs to be taken seriously by the reader as there is not
much time left.
This report is to serve as an early warning system to the populace and reveals what

1.8K

is to come.

S HA RE S

It is absolutely imperative that this information gets shared with each and everyone
you know in a rapid and organized fashion.
Godspeed.
(INTELLIHUB) — After the discovery of the planet Neptune in the year 1846, astronomers
speculated that another planet may exist beyond its orbit and so the hunt began for a
large trans-Neptune object.
Fast-forwarding to the year 1847, the planet Uranus had nearly made one full orbit since
its discovery by William Herschel in 1781 and astronomers had already detected
irregularities in its orbit which could in no way be explained by Newton’s law of universal
gravitation.
In 1845 by astronomers Urbain Le Verrier in Paris and John Couch Adams in
Cambridge who also began to calculate the location of the hidden planet.
In 1846 the Royal Society awarded Le Verrier the Copley medal in for his achievement
and also awarded Adams the Copley medal in 1848.
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However, it wasn’t until the beginning of the 20th century that American businessman,
author, mathematician, and astronomer Percival Lowell theorized the existence of a
perturber beyond Neptune which he dubbed Planet X.
As it turns out, Lowell’s hypothesis was validated by Clyde Tombaugh‘s discovery of Pluto
in 1930 when Pluto was of cially named as the ninth planet in our solar system.
“In 2014, based on similarities of the orbits of a group of recently discovered extreme
trans-Neptunian objects, astronomers hypothesized the existence of a super-Earth planet,
2 to 15 times the mass of the Earth and beyond 200 AU with possibly a high inclined orbit
at some 1,500 AU,” Wikipedia states. “In 2016, further work showed this unknown distant
planet is likely on an inclined, eccentric orbit that goes no closer than about 200 AU and
no farther than about 1,200 AU from the Sun.”
“The orbit is predicted to be anti-aligned to the clustered extreme trans-Neptunian
objects… Because Pluto is no longer considered a planet by the IAU, this new hypothetical
object has become known as Planet Nine.”
“In August 2006 the International Astronomical Union (IAU) downgraded the status of
Pluto to that of “dwarf planet.” This means that from now on only the rocky worlds of the
inner Solar System and the gas giants of the outer system will be designated as planets.
The “inner Solar System” is the region of space that is smaller than the radius of Jupiter’s
orbit around the sun. It contains the asteroid belt as well as the terrestrial planets,
Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars. The “gas giants” of course are Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune,
and Uranus. So now we have eight planets instead of the nine we used to have,” as the
Library of Congress points out.
This downgrade was made so that the trans-Neptune perturber known as Planet X or the
tenth planet would now be referred to as Planet Nine in an attempt to de ect Internet
sleuths and researchers from discovering known historical data on Planet X, the real
tenth planet, in a last-ditch effort to hide the real truth from the masses.
In the fall of 2015, the New York Times published a piece that questioned: Is there a
Planet X, a ‘massive perturber,’ hidden beyond Pluto?
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Astonishingly, the report admits that astronomers to date detected about 1,500 icy bodies
in the Kuiper Belt” and explains how “a few of them are big enough to rank as ‘dwarf
planets.’ And there may be something much bigger lurking out there in the dark… there
are tantalizing hints of a hidden planet that’s bigger than Pluto, perhaps even bigger than
the Earth — potentially Neptune-sized.”
Additionally, a March 2014 whitepaper authored by Chadwick A. Trujillo and Scott S.
Sheppard titled A Sedna-like body with a perihelion of 80 astronomical units reveals that
“a massive outer Solar System perturber may exist.”
Moreover, the paper’s abstract mentions how the “1,000-kilometre-diameter dwarf planet
Sedna was discovered ten years” prior “and was unique in that its closest approach to the
Sun (perihelion) is 76 AU, far greater than that of any other Solar System body.”
“Formation models indicate that Sedna could be a link between the Kuiper belt objects
and the hypothesized outer Oort cloud at around 10,000 AU from the Sun,” the abstract
states. “Here we report the presence of a second Sedna-like object, 2012 VP113, whose
perihelion is 80 AU. The detection of 2012 VP113 con rms that Sedna is not an isolated
object; instead, both bodies may be members of the inner Oort cloud, whose objects could
outnumber all other dynamically stable populations in the Solar System.”
On January 30, 1983, the New York Times reported in a piece titled Ideas and trends,
clues get warm in the search for Planet X that “something out there beyond the farthest
reaches of the known solar system seems to be tugging at Uranus and Neptune.”
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January 30, 1983, Section 4, Page 20, of the New York Times

The bombshell report pointed out how “some gravitational force keeps perturbing the two
giant planets, causing irregularities in their orbits” and maintained that “the force
suggests a presence far away and unseen, a large object that may be the long-sought
Planet X.”
From the report:
Evidence assembled in recent years has led several groups of astronomers to renew
the search for the 10th planet. They are devoting more time to visual observations
with the 200-inch telescope at Mount Palomar in California. They are tracking two
Pioneer spacecraft, now approaching the orbit of distant Pluto, to see if variations in
their trajectories provide clues to the source of the mysterious force. And they are
hoping that a satellite-borne telescope launched last week will detect heat
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”signatures” from the planet, or whatever it is out there.
The Infrared Astronomical Satellite was boosted into a 560-milehigh polar orbit
Tuesday night from Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif. It represents an $80-million
venture by the United States, Britain and the Netherlands. In the next six or seven
months, the telescope is expected to conduct a wide-ranging survey of nearly all the
sky, detecting sources not of ordinary light but of infrared radiation, which is
invisible to the human eye and largely absorbed by the atmosphere. Scientists thus
hope that the new telescope will chart thousands of infrared-emitting objects that
have gone undetected – stars, interstellar clouds, asteroids and, with any luck, the
object that pulls at Uranus and Neptune.
On November 9, 1983, NASA reported that the IRAS telescope discovered a new object,
possibly a dark asteroid or dead comet which raised the alarm bell and prompted the
birth of Rex 84.

What is Rex 84?
Readiness Exercise 1984 was and still is a classi ed drill and scenario that may be used to
detain large numbers of U.S. citizens who have been deemed to be “security threats” in the
event that the president declares a National Emergency.
Reporter Alfonso Chardy rst revealed the plan in the July 5, 1987 edition of the Miami
Herald which forced the U.S. government to address its plan for the mass internment of
Americans in the event of an impending disaster to combat what the government claimed
may be “subversive activities.”
In short, the government scientists, astronomers, and of cials knew that an object,
possibly a massive dark asteroid, failed comet, or failed brown dwarf star was headed
inbound into our solar system posing a threat to our planet and all life on the planet.
From Wikipedia:
Existence of a master military contingency plans (of which REX-84 was a part), “Garden
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Plot” and a similar earlier exercise, “Lantern Spike”, were originally revealed by journalist
Ron Ridenhour, who summarized his ndings in an article in CounterSpy.
Transcripts from the Iran-Contra Hearings in 1987 record the following dialogue between
Congressman Jack Brooks, Oliver North‘s attorney Brendan Sullivan and Senator Daniel
Inouye, the Democratic Chair of the joint Senate-House Committee:
[Congressman Jack] Brooks: Colonel North, in your work at the N.S.C. were you
not assigned, at one time, to work on plans for the continuity of government in the
event of a major disaster?
Brendan Sullivan [North’s counsel, agitatedly]: Mr. Chairman?
[Senator Daniel] Inouye: I believe that question touches upon a highly sensitive
and classi ed area so may I request that you not touch upon that?
Brooks: I was particularly concerned, Mr. Chairman, because I read in Miami
papers, and several others, that there had been a plan developed, by that same
agency, a contingency plan in the event of emergency, that would suspend the
American constitution. And I was deeply concerned about it and wondered if that
was an area in which he had worked. I believe that it was and I wanted to get his
con rmation.
Inouye: May I most respectfully request that that matter not be touched upon at
this stage. If we wish to get into this, I’m certain arrangements can be made for an
executive session.
Contingency plans by the US Government for rounding up people perceived by the
government to be subversive or a threat to civil order have existed for many decades. For
example, from 1967 to 1971, the FBI kept a list of over 100,000 people to be rounded up as
subversive, dubbed the “ADEX” list.
A video clip from the 1987 Iran-Contra meeting:

The birth of the Federal Emergency Management
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The birth of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA)
With the U.S. government’s classi ed knowledge of the existence of a rather large
inbound object into our solar system not visible by the naked eye and only visible with
powerful infrared telescopes such as the IRAS came the creation of the Federal
Emergency Management Agency also known as FEMA.
From Wikipedia:
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) is an agency of the
United States Department of Homeland Security, initially created by Presidential
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1978 and implemented by two Executive Orders on
April 1, 1979. The agency’s primary purpose is to coordinate the response to a
disaster that has occurred in the United States and that overwhelms the resources of
local and state authorities. The governor of the state in which the disaster occurs
must declare a state of emergency and formally request from the president that
FEMA and the federal government respond to the disaster.
…
Executive Order 11921 was an executive order approved by President of the
United States Gerald Ford on June 11, 1976. It amends Executive Order 11490 of
October 28, 1969, which calls for federal agencies to prepare plans for a state of
emergency that would require “over-all civilian manpower mobilization programs”
and related emergency measures.
FEMA has more power than the President of the United States and the Congress and has
often been referred to as “the secret government.”
A report authored in 1995 by Harry V. Martin with research assistance from David Caul
titled FEMA — The Secret Government reveals the true power of the agency.
The report makes clear that FEMA “is not an elected body, it does not involve itself in
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public disclosures, and it even has a quasi-secret budget in the billions of dollars” and
documents how “this government organization has more power than the President of the
United States or the Congress, it has the power to suspend laws, move entire populations,
arrest and detain citizens without a warrant and hold them without trial, it can seize
property, food supplies, transportation systems, and can suspend the Constitution.”
The report goes on to point out how not only is FEMA “the most powerful entity in the
United States, but it was not even created under Constitutional law by Congress.”
“It was a product of a Presidential Executive Order. No, it is not the U.S. military nor the
Central Intelligence Agency, they are subject to Congress,” Martin wrote. “The
organization is called FEMA, which stands for the Federal Emergency Management
Agency… originally conceived in the Richard Nixon Administration, it was re ned by
President Jimmy Carter and given teeth in the Ronald Reagan and George Bush
Administrations.”
FEMA had one original concept when it was created, to assure the survivability of
the United States government in the event of a nuclear attack on this nation. It was
also provided with the task of being a federal coordinating body during times of
domestic disasters, such as earthquakes, oods, and hurricanes. Its awesome powers
grow under the tutelage of people like Lt. Col. Oliver North and General Richard
Secord, the architects on the Iran-Contra scandal and the looting of America’s
savings and loan institutions. FEMA has even been given control of the State
Defense Forces, a rag-tag, often considered neo-Nazi, civilian army that will
substitute for the National Guard, if the Guard is called to duty overseas.
…
FEMA was created in a series of Executive Orders. A Presidential Executive Order,
whether Constitutional or not, becomes law simply by its publication in the Federal
Registry. Congress is by-passed. Executive Order Number 12148 created the Federal
Emergency Management Agency that is to interface with the Department of
Defense for civil defense planning and funding. An “emergency czar” was
appointed. FEMA has only spent about 6 percent of its budget on national
emergencies, the bulk of their funding has been used for the construction of secret
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underground facilities to assure continuity of government in case of a major
emergency, foreign or domestic. Executive Order Number 12656 appointed the
National Security Council as the principal body that should consider emergency
powers. This allows the government to increase domestic intelligence and
surveillance of U.S. citizens and would restrict the freedom of movement within the
United States and grant the government the right to isolate large groups of civilians.
The National Guard could be federalized to seal all borders and take control of U.S.
air space and all ports of entry.
Additional information from the report:
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EXECUTIVE ORDER 10990 allows the government to take over all modes of transportation and
control of highways and seaports.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 10995 allows the government to seize and control the communication media.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 10997 allows the government to take over all electrical power, gas, petroleum,
fuels and minerals.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 10998 allows the government to take over all food resources and farms.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11000 allows the government to mobilize civilians into work brigades under
government supervision.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11001 allows the government to take overall health, education and welfare
functions.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11002 designates the Postmaster General to operate a national registration of all
persons.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11003 allows the government to take over all airports and aircra , including
commercial aircra .
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11004 allows the Housing and Finance Authority to relocate communities, build
new housing with public funds, designate areas to be abandoned, and establish new locations for
populations.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11005 allows the government to take over railroads, inland waterways and public
storage facilities.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11051 speci es the responsibility of the O ice of Emergency Planning and gives
authorization to put all Executive Orders into e ect in times of increased international tensions and
economic or nancial crisis.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11310 grants authority to the Department of Justice to enforce the plans set out in
Executive Orders, to institute industrial support, to establish a judicial and legislative liaison, to
control all aliens, to operate penal and correctional institutions, and to advise and assist the
President.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11049 assigns emergency preparedness function to federal departments and
agencies, consolidating 21 operative Executive Orders issued over a een-year period.
EXECUTIVE ORDER 11921 allows the Federal Emergency Preparedness Agency to develop plans to
establish control over the mechanisms of production and distribution, of energy sources, wages,
salaries, credit and the ow of money in U.S. nancial institution in any unde ned national
emergency. It also provides that when a state of emergency is declared by the President, Congress
cannot review the action for six months.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency has broad powers in every aspect of the
nation. General Frank Salzedo, chief of FEMA’s Civil Security Division stated in a 1983
conference that he saw FEMA’s role as a “new frontier in the protection of individual and
governmental leaders from assassination, and of civil and military installations from
sabotage and/or attack, as well as prevention of dissident groups from gaining access to
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U.S. opinion, or a global audience in times of crisis.”
FEMA’s powers were consolidated by President Carter to incorporate:
the National Security Act of 1947, which allows for the strategic relocation of industries, services,
government and other essential economic activities, and to rationalize the requirements for
manpower, resources and production facilities;
the 1950 Defense Production Act, which gives the President sweeping powers over all aspects of the
economy;
the Act of August 29, 1916, which authorizes the Secretary of the Army, in time of war, to take
possession of any transportation system for transporting troops, material, or any other purpose
related to the emergency; and
the International Emergency Economic Powers Act, which enables the President to seize the property
of a foreign country or national.
These powers were transferred to FEMA in a sweeping consolidation in 1979.

Black Vault report: Ronald Reagan’s Own Handwriting
Emphasizes Importance of “alien threat” Reference in
UN Speech, 1987
The following was reported by T.V. producer John Geenewald Jr in 2018:
One of the rst programs I produced for television was entitled, “UFO Files: UFOs
and the White House” which aired on the History Channel. I was the Associate
Producer on the show, and I had the pleasure of visiting the Ronald Reagan Library
to take a look at his Presidential Records for use in the program.
While researching the speech he gave to the United Nations where he
referenced “an alien threat,” I made an interesting discovery in his own handwriting
making sure what he called his “fantasy” stayed in the speech.
This is a very interesting piece of UFO history, and it clearly shows how important
this reference was to Reagan to remain in the speech, despite his speechwriters
trying to take it out.
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The images of the speech are above, and you can download the PDF here:
1.
Ronald Reagan Speech Notes [4 Pages, 134k]

The White House
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Are you starting to see the big picture yet?

COVID-19 Emergency Declaration
Via FEMA.gov:
On March 13, 2020, the President declared the ongoing Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19) pandemic of suf cient severity and magnitude to warrant an
emergency declaration for all states, tribes, territories, and the District of Columbia
pursuant to section 501 (b) of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency
Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 5121-5207 (the “Stafford Act”). State, Territorial, Tribal,
local government entities and certain private non-pro t (PNP) organizations are
eligible to apply for Public Assistance.
In accordance with section 502 of the Stafford Act, eligible emergency protective
measures taken to respond to the COVID-19 emergency at the direction or guidance
of public health of cials’ may be reimbursed under Category B of the agency’s Public
Assistance program. FEMA will not duplicate assistance provided by the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), including the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, or other federal agencies. This includes necessary
emergency protective measures for activities taken in response to the COVID-19
incident. FEMA assistance will be provided at the 75 percent Federal cost-share
This declaration increases federal support to HHS in its role as the lead federal
agency for the federal government’s response to COVID-19. The emergency
declaration does not impact measures authorized under other Federal statutes.
FEMA assistance will require execution of a FEMA-State/Tribal/Territory
Agreement, as appropriate, and execution of an applicable emergency plan. States,
Tribal and Territorial governments do not need to request separate emergency
declarations to receive FEMA assistance under this nationwide declaration.
FEMA encourages of cials to take appropriate actions that are necessary to protect
public health and safety pursuant to public health guidance.
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White House press brie ng on March 13:
“This is only the beginning of what we are really doing and now we’re in a
different phase,” President Donald Trump explained at the March 13 press brie ng.
“We had some very old and obsolete rules [the U.S. Constitution] that we had to
live with that worked under certain circumstances but not under mass
circumstances”
“They were there for a long time, they were in place for a long time, and we’re
breaking them down now and they are very useful for certain instances but not
for this,” he said. “To unleash the full power of the federal government of this
effort today I am of cially declaring a national emergency.”
Ladies and gentlemen, with that statement the president has handed over full control of
the U.S. government to FEMA and is now completely powerless. Whether you want to
believe it or not, President Donald Trump is now merely a spokesman for the corporation
of the United States of America and has no direct power. All power has been transferred
to FEMA and the commander of North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD)
and the United States Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) General Terrence J.
O’Shaughnessy.
A March 18 report out of Newsweek titled Exclusive: Inside The Military’s Top Secret
Plans If Coronavirus Cripples the Government con rms O’Shaughnessy’s authority.
From the report:
According to new documents and interviews with military experts, the various
plans – codenamed Octagon, Freejack and Zodiac – are the underground laws to
ensure government continuity. They are so secret that under these extraordinary
plans, “devolution” could circumvent the normal Constitutional provisions for
government succession, and military commanders could be placed in control
around America.
“We’re in new territory,” says one senior of cer, the entire post-9/11 paradigm of
emergency planning thrown out the window. The of cer jokes, in the kind of
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morbid humor characteristic of this slow-moving disaster, that America had better
learn who Gen. Terrence J. O’Shaughnessy is.
He is the “combatant commander” for the United States and would in theory be in
charge if Washington were eviscerated. That is, until a new civilian leader could be
installed.
‘We’re in territory we’ve never been in before’
…
What happens, government expert Norman Ornstein asked last week, if so many
members of Congress come down with the coronavirus that the legislature cannot
meet or cannot muster a quorum? After 9/11, Ornstein and others, alarmed by how
little Washington had prepared for such possibilities, created a bipartisan
Continuity of Government Commission to examine precisely these and other
possibilities.
It has been a two-decade long futile effort, Ornstein says, with Congress
uninterested or unable to either pass new laws or create working procedures that
would allow emergency and remote operations. The rest of the federal government
equally is unprepared to operate if a pandemic were to hit the very people called
upon to lead in an emergency. That is why for the rst time, other than planning for
the aftermath of a nuclear war, extraordinary procedures are being contemplated.
In the past, almost every imagined contingency associated with emergency
preparedness has assumed civil and military assistance coming from the outside.
One military of cer involved in continuity planning calls it a “cavalry” mentality:
that military assistance is requested or ordered after local civil authority has been
exhausted.
“There might not be an outside,” the of cer says, asking that she not be named
because she is speaking about sensitive matters.
In recognition of the equal vulnerability of military forces, the Pentagon has
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instituted unprecedented restrictions on off-base travel. Last Wednesday it
restricted most overseas travel for 60 days, and then on Friday issued supplemental
domestic guidance that essentially keeps all uniformed personnel on or near
military bases. There are exceptions, including travel that is “mission-essential,” the
Pentagon says.
Mission essential in this regard applies to the maze of more than a dozen different
secret assignments, most of them falling under three larger contingency plans:
CONPLAN 3400, or the military’s plan for “homeland defense,” if America itself is a ba le eld.
CONPLAN 3500, “defense support of civil authorities,” where the military assists in an
emergency short of armed a ack on the nation.
CONPLAN 3600, military operations in the National Capital Region and continuation of
government, under which the most-secret plans to support continuity are nested.
All of these plans are the responsibility of U.S. Northern Command (or
NORTHCOM), the homeland defense military authority created after 9/11. Air Force
General O’Shaughnessy is NORTHCOM’s Colorado Springs-based commander.
So as you can see, the situation is rather real.

President Donald Trump’s March 13 initiation of the
Sta ord Act activates presidential level national nearearth object preparedness strategy and action plan
The following bombshell report titled Active presidential level near-earth object
preparedness and action plan revealed was broke worldwide on April 7 by Intellihub
founder and editor-in-chief Shepard Ambellas:
The National Near-Earth Object Preparedness Strategy and Action Plan obtained by
Intellihub reveals that a presidential level interagency working group for detecting and
mitigating the impact of earthbound near-earth objects has been activated and is
currently working to detect and mitigate asteroids or comets from striking our planet.
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The of cial National Science Council plan named DAMIEN which stands for “Detecting
and Mitigating the Impact of Earth-bound Near-Earth Objects” authored in June of 2018
reveals how the U.S. government has been improving “our Nation’s preparedness to
address the hazard of NEO impacts by leveraging and enhancing existing national and
international assets and adding important capabilities across government.”
The plan comprised by the National Science and Technology Council, the Committee on
Homeland and National Security, and the Interagency Working Group for Detecting and
Mitigating Impacts of Earth-Bound Near-Earth Objects (DAMIEN) (IWG) “builds on
efforts by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), and Department of Energy (DOE) to detect and characterize
the NEO population and to prevent and respond to NEO impacts on Earth” and has been
activated through the Stafford Act which was invoked by President Donald Trump
several weeks ago in order to help ght the coronavirus.
The plan contains “ ve strategic goals, each supported by a set of strategic objectives and
speci c associated actions” as follows:
Goal 1: Enhance NEO Detection, Tracking, and Characterization
Capabilities: NASA will lead the development of a roadmap for improving
national capabilities for NEO detection, tracking, and characterization. Supporting
actions will reduce current levels of uncertainty and aid in more accurate modeling
and more effective decision-making.
Goal 2: Improve NEO Modeling, Prediction, and Information Integration:
Agencies will coordinate the development of validated modeling tools and
simulation capabilities that aid in characterizing and mitigating NEO impact risks
while streamlining data ows to support effective decision-making.
Goal 3: Develop Technologies for NEO De ection and Disruption Missions:
NASA will lead development of technologies for fast-response NEO reconnaissance
missions and timely missions to de ect or disrupt hazardous NEOs. Developing
these technologies before an imminent threat arises will strengthen our ability to
prevent NEO impact disasters.
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Goal 4: Increase International Cooperation on NEO Preparation: Agencies
will work to inform and develop international support for addressing global NEO
impact risks. International engagement and cooperation will help the Nation to
prepare more effectively for a potential NEO impact.
Goal 5: Strengthen and Routinely Exercise NEO Impact Emergency
Procedures and Action Protocols: The United States will strengthen and exercise
procedures and protocols for assessing NEO threats, communication regarding
threats, and response and recovery activities. Coordinated communications and
noti cations within the U.S. Government and with foreign governments will
improve impact emergency preparedness and reduce the physical and economic
harm to the Nation.
The plan goes on to point out how “NEO impacts of varying size could have major
environmental, economic, and geopolitical consequences detrimental to the United
States, even if the impact is outside U.S. territory.”
“The direct effects from a NEO impact depend on its size, composition, and impact speed.
Small, rocky NEOs are likely to explode before hitting the ground, resulting in an airburst
that could produce a wider area of moderate damage compared with a similarly sized
metallic object that would strike the ground and cause heavier, more localized
devastation,” the plan reads. “Even small NEOs can have signi cant destructive effects.
For example, on February 15, 2013, an asteroid approximately 20 meters in size created
an airburst near Chelyabinsk, Russia, with roughly 20-30 times more energy than that
released by the rst atomic bombs. It damaged thousands of buildings and
injured over a thousand people, mostly due to glass broken by the shock wave (Figure 2).
According to current estimates, there are almost 10 million NEOs larger than 20 meters,
but they are extremely dif cult to detect prior to entering Earth’s atmosphere.”
“Another object approximately 40-60 meters in size exploded over Tunguska, Russia in
1908, with the equivalent of 5-10 megatons of TNT (hundreds of times greater than the
rst atomic bombs), leveling over 2,000 square kilometers of forest. If a similar event
occurred over a major metropolitan area, it could cause millions of casualties (Figure 3).
NASA estimates there are over 300,000 objects larger than 40 meters that could pose an
impact hazard and would be very challenging to detect more than a few days in
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advance.”

Figure 3: Equivalent area of destruction for a Tunguska-sized asteroid over New York City. (OSTP)

“Larger NEOs greater than 140 meters have the potential to in ict severe damage to entire
regions or continents. Such objects would strike Earth with a minimum energy of over 60
megatons of TNT, which is more than the most powerful nuclear device ever tested.
Fortunately, these are far less common and are easier to detect and track than smaller
NEOs. After almost two decades of search, NASA and its partners have cataloged about
one-third of the estimated 25,000 NEAs that are at least 140 meters.”
Additionally, the plan states that “objects close to and larger than 1 kilometer can cause
damage on a global scale. They can trigger earthquakes, tsunamis, and other secondary
effects that extend far beyond the immediate impact area. An asteroid as large as 10
kilometers across is thought to have caused the extinction of the dinosaurs when it struck
the Yucatan peninsula some 65 million years ago. NASA is con dent that it has
discovered and cataloged all near-Earth asteroids large enough to cause signi cant global
damage and determined that they are not on collision courses with Earth, but there is still
some chance that large comets from the outer solar system could appear and impact the
Earth with warning times as short as a few months.”
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Figure 4: Cumulative number of near-Earth asteroids discovered by year since 1980. (OSTP)

So how does the government manage a NEO?
If the situation is right NEOs can be managed and mitigated with enough advance
warning.
“Unlike other natural disasters (e.g., hurricanes), once a NEO is detected and tracked we
can typically predict many years in advance whether it will cause a devastating impact,
and, most importantly, we can potentially prevent impacts when detected with suf cient
warning time. A NEO may be de ected via spacecraft systems designed to alter the NEO’s
orbit such that it misses the Earth,” as the plan reveals. “When de ection is not practical
or advisable, a NEO may be disrupted via spacecraft systems designed to fragment the
NEO into smaller pieces that are more likely to miss the Earth or burn up in the
atmosphere. The United States must also prepare to manage the consequences of NEO
impacts where impact prevention is not feasible, preferable, or successful. Effective
emergency procedures can save lives and mitigate damage to critical infrastructure.”
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The Trump administration plan
Via the Of ce of Science and Technology Policy:
The Trump Administration’s 2018 National Strategy for Space11 recognizes the NEO
hazard, and directs agencies to undertake multilateral efforts that promote U.S.
scienti c, economic, and security interests, including mitigation of space
environmental hazards such as near-Earth objects. National Space Policy12 directs
the NASA Administrator to “pursue capabilities, in cooperation with other
departments, agencies, and commercial partners, to detect, track, catalog, and
characterize near-Earth objects to reduce the risk of harm to humans from an
unexpected impact on our planet.”
The United States should lead in establishing a coordinated global approach for
tracking and characterizing NEO impact threats, preparing to prevent damaging
impacts where possible, and responding to and recovering from NEO impacts.
While international cooperation is the most effective way to manage NEO impact
risks, the United States should also be prepared to act independently through all
phases that may occur during an impact scenario (Figure 5) to protect and preserve
America’s interests.

Figure 5: Illustrative timeline of the potential phases of operations in a NEO threat scenario. (OSTP)

Recognizing the lack of a whole-of-government or international strategy for
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addressing NEO hazards, the Committee on Homeland and National Security
within the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) established an
Interagency Working Group (IWG) for Detecting and Mitigating the Impact of
Earth-bound Near-Earth Objects (DAMIEN). The DAMIEN-IWG developed this
Strategy and Action Plan to enhance national preparedness over the next decade for
the hazard of NEO impacts. Its primary role is to help organize and coordinate
NEO-related efforts within agencies, with a particular focus on efforts that are
already existing and resourced.

Goal 3: Develop Technologies for NEO
Deflection and Disruption Missions
Via OSTP:
Preparing to respond effectively to a NEO impact threat scenario includes developing
capabilities for both de ection and disruption. There is much that is not known about the
orbits, size, and material composition of many NEOs, and it is essential to account for
these uncertainties when developing and utilizing technologies for impact prevention.
For example, multiple technologies may be suitable for preventing NEO impacts that are
predicted well in advance, while disruption via nuclear explosive device may be the only
feasible option for NEOs that are very large or come with short warning time. Observing
NEOs over many years (as outlined in Goal 1) will improve the understanding of their
orbits and future trajectories, and should also improve our understanding of their size
and composition, which would assist in planning for de ection or disruption space
mission campaigns.
The strategic objectives to develop technologies for NEO de ection and disruption
missions are:
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Develop technologies and designs for rapid-response NEO reconnaissance missions
Develop technologies and designs for NEO de ection and disruption missions Develop technologies
and designs for rapid-response NEO reconnaissance missionsAn e ective de ection or disruption
mission will most likely require more detailed and accurate information about the incoming NEO
than existing and planned remote observational capabilities can provide. A capability to rapidly
launch a spacecra to rendezvous with or y by the NEO and perform reconnaissance is the only
clear way to meet this need. A rapid reconnaissance mission would ideally provide up-close
imagery, compositional information, and mass measurements.3.1 Assess technologies and concepts
for rapid-response NEO reconnaissance missions. This assessment should include dedicated
reconnaissance via spacecra yby or rendezvous, as well as mission concepts in which the
reconnaissance spacecra could also carry out de ection or disruption. The assessment should
consider both commercial-o -the-shelf parts and new hardware development. [Short term; NASA]
2. 3.2 Evaluatethecapabilitiesofcurrentandprojecteddomesticandinternationallaunchvehicle infrastructure
to support planetary defense missions. This analysis includes considering both rapid-response
reconnaissance and de ection/disruption missions, accounting for integration and testing processes,
and recommending processes for accomplishing rapid response planetary defense space-li . [Short
term; NASA/LSP, Air Force Space Command]
3. 3.3 Create plans for the development, testing, and implementation of NEO reconnaissance mission
systems. These plans should lead to establishment of operational NEO reconnaissance capabilities,
including rapid-response. Planning could include developing a system to automatically calculate
possible trajectories for planetary defense spacecra to reach potentially hazardous NEOs. [Short
term; NASA]
Develop technologies and designs for NEO de ection and disruption missions
The United States should develop and validate technologies and techniques for de ecting
and disrupting NEOs of varying physical properties before the need arises to deploy them
in an actual threat scenario. For most NEO threat scenarios, Earth impact prevention
capabilities should include the ability to rapidly reach the NEO, conduct necessary
rendezvous and proximity operations, and deploy de ection/disruption technologies.
Additionally, deploying an instrumented means of measuring the de ection over time
can provide valuable assurance of mission success and critical post-mission situational
awareness. Where practical, we should establish con dence through a real-world
demonstration—consistent with all U.S. treaty obligations and international
commitments—of the de ection or disruption technique, potentially as a part of a
mission or program with broader scienti c and exploration objectives.
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4. 3.4 Identify, assess the readiness of, estimate in the costs of, and propose development paths for key
technologies required by NEO impact prevention concepts. This assessment should include the most
mature in-space concepts—kinetic impactors,14 nuclear devices, and gravity tractors15 for de ection,
and nuclear devices for disruption16—as well as less mature NEO impact prevention methods.
Technology assessments should consider contemporary work, including potential synergies with
relevant private industry interests (e.g., asteroid mining). They should also consider NEO impact
scenarios that may have received insu icient a ention thus far (e.g., binary asteroids, high-speed
comets). [Short term; NASA, NNSA, DoD]
5. 3.5 Performariskanalysisonplanetarydefensemissionsuccessundervaryingassumptionsand
circumstances. This e ort will address current de ciencies in understanding how rapidly the United
States can deploy planetary defense missions while maintaining acceptable reliability and mission
success probability, and with su icient redundancy. [Medium term; NASA]
6. 3.6 Develop preliminary mission designs for NEO de ection mission campaigns. This action includes
preliminary designs for a gravity tractor NEO de ection mission campaign, and for a kinetic
impactor mission campaign in which the spacecra is capable of either functioning as a kinetic
impactor or delivering a nuclear explosive device. For the la er case, the spacecra would contain all
systems necessary to carry and safely employ a nuclear explosive device but would carry a mass
simulator with appropriate interfaces in place of an actual nuclear device. Designs should include
reconnaissance spacecra and methods to measure the achieved de ection. [Medium term; NASA,
NNSA]
7. 3.7 Conduct a series of ight demonstrations to validate NEO de ection and
disruption system concepts. These ight demonstrations would focus on harmless
NEOs to test and validate de ection/disruption system concepts and identify design
issues for correction. Any ight demonstrations relevant to nuclear explosive
techniques would not incorporate an actual nuclear device, or involve any nuclear
explosive testing. Results would inform decision-making processes during an actual
NEO threat scenario. Thorough ight testing of a de ection/disruption system prior to
an actual planetary defense mission would substantially decrease the risk of mission
failure. [Long term; NASA]
To boot the plan suggests bringing together foreign governments and informing them of
“the need for a comprehensive and coordinated approach to preparing for a NEO event.”

ELE coming? World’s populace brought into
lockdown ahead of anticipated, possible,
April 29 extinction-level event
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Do governments around the world know something we don’t? Did they lock
down the world in preparation for April 29 deep impact?
Hundreds of governments around the world have brought their citizenry into total and
complete martial law-style lockdown ahead of an anticipated and possible extinctionlevel event (ELE) of biblical proportions.
In the name of “the invisible enemy” known as COVID-19 over one half of the world’s
population remains locked into their homes as a 3.5-mile wide planetary killer asteroid
1998 OR2 and a comet C/2019 Y4 (ATLAS) half the size of the Sun and 5 times the size of
Jupiter make their close approach to earth on April 29.
And if that is not enough, the same university that tracks the number of COVID-19 cases
worldwide on a live interactive map is also the same university that diverts the trajectory
of near-earth objects (NEO) asteroids away from the earth, as I reported in my latest
bombshell report titled World locked down, braced for impact? Johns Hopkins
University controls COVID-19 case map and trajectory of NEO asteroids,
comets.
As of last year, “NASA has detected that one of the largest known potentially hazardous
asteroids will approach Earth less than a year from now. Depending on several factors in
space, the approaching planet-killer asteroid could end up on a path straight to Earth,” IB
Times reports.

Close approach on April 29
From IB Times: (emphasis mine)
The approaching asteroid has been identi ed by the space agency as 1998 OR2. It
was rst discovered on June 30, 1987, and is known to frequently approach the
orbits of Earth and Jupiter. It was classi ed as an Amor asteroid, which means its
orbit covers both the Sun and Earth.
As indicated by NASA’s asteroid tracking department, which is known as the Center
for Near Earth Object Studies (CNEOS), 1998 OR2 has an estimated diameter of
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13,500 feet. Given its size, the asteroid is longer than the National Mall in
Washington D.C., which stretches from the Capitol Building to the Lincoln
Memorial.
According to CNEOS, 1998 OR2 will y past Earth on April 29, 2020, at
5:56 am EDT….

Asteroid orbital elements and physical
perimeters:
The NEO asteroid’s variable data reveals a direct strike with Earth is possible.

NASA JPL
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NASA JPL

View close approach data here.
Several days ago a meteor the size of a st impacted the Earth in Nigeria and the event
went unreported for the most part.

Apparently a meteorite the size of a fist impacted Earth in Nigeria yesterday at
53K mph. It left a rather large crater. Why didn't the media report this?
@FoxNews @CNN @MSNBC#meteor pic.twitter.com/dQyHNs31OA
— Silence_Is_Golden (@martin_r_taylor) April 1, 2020

As a caveat…
According to a press release issued by the John Hopkins Physics Laboratory on Nov. 6,
2019: “The Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) team building NASA’s rst
planetary defense test mission — the Double Asteroid Redirection Test (DART) — has
completed two key mission reviews that bring DART steps closer to the challenging task
of diverting an asteroid.”
“DART will be the rst mission to demonstrate asteroid de ection using a kinetic
impactor technique. This will involve autonomously piloting the APL-built spacecraft into
an asteroid at roughly 4 miles (or about 6.5 kilometers) per second. The ultimate objective
is to measure the resulting change in orbit of the small moon Didymos B around the
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primary asteroid, Didymos A. The asteroid system will be nearly 7 million miles (11
million kilometers) from Earth when DART arrives, and no threat to the planet, but its
proximity makes it ideal for collecting ground-based observations before and after
impact,” the press release states.
Moreover, the statement says it’s “all systems go” in April of 2020 meaning that
the project will “move forward.”

Related:

It gets much worse. NASA says two asteroids will
intersect earth’s orbit on Wednesday, April 15, 2020,
and could possibly be large enough to destroy a large
town

2020 GH2 crosses earth’s orbit on April 15, 2020. (NASA JPL)

From IB Times:

KEY POINTS
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KEY POINTS
NASA detected two asteroids approaching Earth
Both asteroids have Earth-crossing orbits
One of the asteroids is big enough to cause an impact event
NASA’s automated asteroid tracking system has detected two asteroids that are
expected to approach Earth On Wednesday. According to the data collected by the
agency’s Center for Near-Earth Object Studies (CNEOS), the approaching asteroids
have natural orbits that intersect Earth’s path.
The asteroid that will rst approach Earth on April 15 has been identi ed as 2020
FX3. As indicated in CNEOS’ database, this asteroid has an estimated diameter of
295 feet, making it almost as big as the Statue of Liberty.
According to CNEOS, 2020 FX3 is currently traveling across space towards Earth at
an average speed of almost 23,000 miles per hour.
Trailing behind 2020 FX3 is an asteroid known as 2020 GH2. Compared to 2020
FX3, 2020 GH2 is a much smaller asteroid. As noted by CNEOS, this space rock
measures about 98 feet wide. It is currently moving through the Solar System at an
average velocity of over 19,000 miles per hour.
According to NASA, both 2020 FX3 and 2020 GH2 are classi ed as Apollo asteroid.
This means that these two space rocks have natural orbits that cross Earth’s path as
it travels around the Sun.
Earth-crossing asteroids are one of the most dangerous types due to their capability
of directly colliding with the planet. If 2020 FX3 hits Earth, it could cause an impact
event on the ground.
Based on its size and potential impact velocity, the blast from the asteroid’s ground
explosion could be powerful enough to destroy a relatively large area such as a
town.

President Trump cryptically admits he is no longer
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President Trump cryptically admits he is no longer
President of the United States a er empowering FEMA
due to COVID-19 National Emergency declaration
President Donald Trump cryptically admitted during an April 10 White House press
brie ng that he is no longer the president of the American people.
“The American people have been so disciplined it has been my honor to be their
president,” he said. “It has been my great honor to have been [past tense] their
president.”
“I have a big decision coming up and I only hope to God it’s the right decision,”
the president explained. “But it will be based on, um, the input of a lot of very
talented people, very smart people, and people that love our country.”
He has a big decision to make. The president will have to decide whether he will tell the
American people the truth or hide it from them to prevent panic. What to do? That’s a
tough one.

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo admits “we are in a
live exercise”
“This is not about retribution this matter is going forward,” Secretary of Defense
Mike Pompeo said during a March 22 White House press brie ng on COVID-19. “We are
in a live exercise here to get this right.”
It appears Pompeo may have been referring to NASA’s Project DART program which will
likely be used for the rst time in an attempt to mitigate a near-earth-earthbound object
during a classi ed live real-time exercise.
Withal, we can not forget about the potential that Planet X is approaching.

Planet X for dummies
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I authored an article in June of 2014 titled Planet X for dummies which provide general
information on the subject. The information is a must-read and goes as follows:

So why hide Planet X from the public?
“We believe that planet X is a brown dwarf star called Wormwood”, said Dr.
Jaysen Rand Ph.D., in a one of a kind interview conducted by Intellihub’s
editor-in-chief.
On August 6, 2010, Intellihub’s Shepard Ambellas interviewed one of the world’s foremost
researchers of Planet X a.k.a. Nibiru which has become a topic of great interest amongst
many people as earth proves to once again be in peril once again which is also re ected
by current earth changes and weather patterns.

Planet X 101
“In November of 1983 NASA’s IRAS infrared telescope discovered an unbelievably huge,
massive, what looked like a slowly burning star, a big object, headed right toward our
solar system from the region of Orion”, Dr. Jaysen Rand, researcher and author of the
book Return of Planet X, stated in his opening remarks during the historical 2010
interview in which the doctor pointed out how openly and well announced the discovery
actually was.
However, like clockwork, 24-hours later the media was completely silent on the matter
and you heard not even a peep as national security protocols were implemented at the
highest levels of the government and throughout the media. From then on, there would be
almost a complete informational blackout on the subject.
“The public didn’t name Planet X, the government did […] that’s the rst rule of Planet X
101”, Rand pointed out passionately. Rand then made mention of a 1984 U.S. News and
World Report article which revealed yet another clue to what NASA found. “They named
it a brown dwarf star“, he explained.
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years ago
“There were twelve original planets [in our solar system] just like Sitchin described […] it’s
also con rmed in prophecies, cave paintings, in Vatican information, in a thousand
sources different sources we cited in our book […] there is evidence that every 3600-4000years some unbelievably huge catastrophic event strikes the earth that we’ve traced back
500,000-years in time showing when each of these 3600-4000-years periods began and
ended […] And the very last one was in 1447 BCE, before the common era”, Rand stated
continuing to talk about similarities between the Bible’s exodus and the Book of
Revelations, chapter 8, book 11. Rand pointed out to Ambellas during the broadcast, “We
believe that this is a real phenomenon event”
Ambellas then interjected, pointing out how the Kolbrin Bible talks of “the destroyer”.
Manuscripts 3:4 reads: “When blood drops upon the Earth, the Destroyer will appear, and
mountains will open up and belch forth re and ashes. Trees will be destroyed and all
living things engulfed. Waters will be swallowed up by the land, and seas will boil.”
And Manuscript 3:6 reads: “The people will scatter in madness. They will hear the
trumpet and battle-cry of the DESTROYER and will seek refuge within dens in the Earth.
Terror will eat away their hearts, and their courage will ow from them like water from a
broken pitcher. They will be eaten up in the ames of wrath and consumed by the breath
of the DESTROYER.”
So many texts throughout history document, what is coming.
What if the book of Revelations isn’t a book of the past but is rather a documentation of
what has already happened, time and time again, every 3600-4000-years? What if the
next passing is soon? These are the type of questions I myself and others are now asking.
“There are bones lled up into the back of caves at high elevations”, Ambellas pointed out
on the show, dovetailing with Lucas’ theory of why dinosaur bones washed up into large
bone piles at the base of the Colorado mountains. Likely the close passing of a massive
celestial object, like a brown dwarf star, could create such havoc for the inhabitants of the
earth by essentially swashing the waters about the face of the planet with nearly every
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pass as documented in biblical texts such as the story of the Great Flood.
All of this history may have been caused by the close passing of Planet X during each
cycle. Real events, with real science behind them.

The orbit of X
Renowned researcher and author Zecharia Sitchin claims that Planet X ies through
space in a highly elliptical orbit and approaches earth from the south on an angular
plane entering our system in retrograde eventually slingshotting around the backside of
the sun before exiting back out of our solar system every 3600-years. The entire
destructive cycle lasts approximately 27 months. (i.e. 13 months inbound and 13 months
outbound)
It has also been said that you can only see the brown dwarf star approaching low on the
horizon from a vantage point in the earth’s southern hemisphere which makes spotting
the planet with the naked eye extremely dif cult.
A Wikipedia entry on Zecharia Sitchin reads:
According to Sitchin’s interpretation of Mesopotamian iconography and symbology,
outlined in his 1976 book The 12th Planet and its sequels, there is an undiscovered
planet beyond Neptune that follows a long, elliptical orbit, reaching the inner solar
system roughly every 3,600 years. This planet is called Nibiru (although Jupiter was
the planet associated with the god Marduk in Babylonian cosmology). According to
Sitchin, Nibiru (whose name was replaced with MARDUK in original legends by the
Babylonian ruler of the same name in an attempt to co-opt the creation for himself,
leading to some confusion among readers) collided catastrophically with Tiamat (a
goddess in the Babylonian creation myth the Enûma Eliš), which he considers to be
another planet once located between Mars and Jupiter. This collision supposedly
formed the planet Earth, the asteroid belt, and the comets. Sitchin states that when
struck by one of planet Nibiru’s moons, Tiamat split in two, and then on a second
pass Nibiru itself struck the broken fragments and one half of Tiamat became the
asteroid belt. The second half, struck again by one of Nibiru’s moons, was pushed
into a new orbit and became today’s planet Earth.
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Over the last few years countless people including scientists, top scholars, and
universities, in conjunction with other peer-reviewed studies, have documented the fact
that the moon, sun, and earth are not in their proper positions as things could seemingly
be unwinding in our solar system.
There has been a change in weather, seasons, tides, volcanic activity, tectonic activity and
more as tornadoes are now even striking as early as June.
For years governments have been aware of an approaching celestial body (a brown dwarf
star) and it’s 3600-year cycle of devastation as outlined in ancient Sumerian cylinder
seals and other ancient documents.
An excerpt from the Washington Post article dated December 30, 1983, page A1 – reads;
A heavenly body possibly as large as the giant planet Jupiter and possibly so close to
Earth that it would be part of this solar system has been found in the direction of
the constellation Orion by an orbiting telescope aboard the U.S. infrared
astronomical satellite.
So mysterious is the object that astronomers do not know if it is a planet, a giant
comet, a nearby “protostar” that never got hot enough to become a star, a distant
galaxy so young that it is still in the process of forming its rst stars or a galaxy so
shrouded in dust that none of the light cast by its stars ever gets through.
“All I can tell you is that we don’t know what it is,” Dr. Gerry Neugebauer, IRAS
chief scientist for California’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory and director of the Palomar
Observatory
for the California Institute of Technology, said in an interview.
Don’t forget, the incursion into Iraq in 2003 was actually named Operation Planet x.
“During Operation Iraqi Freedom, Operation Planet X was a US Army mechanized raid
conducted on a village near Ad Dawr and Al Dur, 11 miles (18 km) north of Tikrit on the
night of 15 May 2003 by elements of the 1st Brigade Combat Team, U.S. 4th Infantry
Division and Task Force Ironhorse in search of Ba’ath party members and militants,” an
excerpt from Wikipedia states.
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Moreover, in 2011 secretive and coded military drills were run in preparation for what’s
coming. In fact, the ELENIN drill involved testing a massive worldwide network that
would connect and go live in realtime in the event a major worldly disaster were to take
place. To boot, agencies such as NASA have already prepped their on and off-world
personnel for such an event. The following video serves as evidence of this.
Not to mention, it has already been documented by astronomers that the orbital patterns
and tilt of the moon have changed, likely signifying the presence of a hidden celestial
object. An excerpt from a peer-reviewed paper by Lorenzo Lorio led at Cornell
Universities library reads:
A recent analysis of a Lunar Laser Ranging (LLR) data record spanning 38.7 yr
revealed an anomalous increase of the eccentricity of the lunar orbit amounting to
de/dt_meas = (9 +/- 3) 10^-12 yr^-1. The present-day models of the dissipative
phenomena occurring in the interiors of both the Earth and the Moon are not able to
explain it.
[…]
On the other hand, the values for the physical and orbital parameters of such a
hypothetical body required to obtain the right order of magnitude for de/dt are
completely unrealistic. Moreover, they are in neat disagreement with both the most
recent theoretical scenarios envisaging the existence of a distant, planetary-sized
body.
Ladies and gentlemen, a Cornell University astronomer has just admitted in the
above statement that they themselves are now looking into the possibility of Planet
X type scenarios being real, as they themselves are dumbfounded by the data.
So is it possible NASA is hiding something?
What about all of the newly discovered planets in our solar system which have been
quietly announced?
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Dwarf planet near asteroid belt may contain
more freshwater than earth and even some
life
While Ceres may not be Plant X per se, it lets us as humans know there is a lot more going
on out there in which we don’t really know yet. Interestingly enough, the newly
discovered planet may contain life.
Ceres is touted as the only dwarf planet in the solar system made up of about one-third the mass of the
asteroid belt itself and has been shown by a European Space Agency research team to harbor vast supplies
of fresh water which is the key to life.

While it is currently not yet known how the water is distributed onto or inside the planet
some speculate ice volcanoes could be a source.
The NASA spacecraft “Dawn” arrived at Ceres in February 2015 to gather more
information pertaining to the water and life on the surface of the tiny planet.
The Raw Story reported:
“We’ve got a spacecraft on the way to Ceres, so we don’t have to wait long before
getting more context on this intriguing result, right from the source itself,” said
Carol Raymond, deputy principal investigator for Dawn at NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. “Dawn will map the geology and chemistry of the surface in highresolution, revealing the processes that drive the outgassing activity.”
Dawn, which launched in 2007, had previously orbited the protoplanet Vesta, the
second-largest object in the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter that’s littered
with rock left over from the formation of the solar system some 4.6 billion years ago.
The discovery puts Ceres in a special class of solar system objects with active water
plumes, a key ingredient for life, and includes Jupiter’s moon Europa – which may
have an ocean beneath thick surface ice – and Saturn’s moon Enceladus, where
water jets have been spotted on the surface.
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So why would NASA spend so much money, time and effort to visit such a world? Did
they already suspect the possibility that Ceres houses water and possibly life?
After all, Ceres was named after “a goddess of agriculture, grain crops, fertility, and
motherly relationships”, according to Wikipedia. It doesn’t get more obvious than that.
Rest assured secret factions within the U.S. government and NASA already knew that
water and possibly life exists on Ceres which is what likely prompted NASA’s mission in
the rst place. And you better believe that if NASA’s public information on Ceres is
limited so is their information on Planet X. Such information would remain top-secret,
only to be shared with the White House per mandate at a later date which is why
President Trump told Secretary of Defense Mike Pompeo on March 22, 2020, during a
White House press brie ng: “I wished you would have told me.”

So why hide this information from the
public?
“Typically you can’t press release this stuff out to the public, because if you did society
would collapse”, said Lucas, the founder of the website RabbitHole2.com, who was sitting
shotgun during the bombshell 2010 broadcast with Shepard Ambellas and Dr, Jaysen
Rand, likely hitting the nail right on the head.
Society simply could not take this information being released on CNN and all of the other
mainstream networks all at once. It would be too chaotic and pandemonium would
ensue.
In fact, this is the real reason that Ronald Reagan’s Readiness Exercise 1984 (REX84) was
designed for, not for a mass exodus of illegal aliens as the of cial plan reads.
This is the reason that over 700 FEMA camps and secret detention facilities have also
been erected all across the U.S. and quite possibly be the reason the entire Continuity of
Government (COG) program was started in the rst place as Ambellas pointed out on air
back in 2010.
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“What do you need to be one to four miles beneath the surface for? Ambellas questioned,
bringing up the issue of underground bases and governments’ need for them worldwide.
As a follow-up to the broadcast, Ambellas did an independent investigation of the Denver
International Airport underground facility which Ambellas demonstrated is part of the
Continuity of Government (COG) program.
For the rst time, a whistle-blower from within the Denver International
Airport con rms the existence of a massive deep underground military facility
located on the airport’s property.
The Denver International Airport (DIA), nestled on a vast 53 square mile complex, owned
and operated by the City of Denver, is the largest airport in the United States, in terms of
landmass garnered, and the second largest airport in the world to Saudi Arabia’s King
Fahd International Airport.
The airport serves over 50 million passengers a year and is now incorporating a massive
new project called “Airport City” an aerotropolis which has been presented publicly by
the Mayor of Denver, Michael Hancock, who respectively declined an interview with
Intellihub News.
However, interestingly, the new aerotropolis will incorporate an expansive business
district with new lodging as well as an agricultural and technical district within the
con nes of the airport property to attract more revenue to Denver’s growing economy. In
fact, between the planned aerotropolis and Colorado’s booming marijuana industry, DIA
just might be the next biggest thing since sliced bread.
The concept is innovative, a rst for an airport in America, and is likely to become the
envy of other airports around the world.
In fact, according to Airport City Denver’s of cial website:
In 2010, DIA and the City and County of Denver took a major step in DIA’s evolution
to ful ll its gateway role by inviting rms from around the world to submit
proposals to assist DIA in planning, assessing and creating an Airport City at DIA as
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the core of and competitive accelerator for the emerging Denver aerotropolis. Later
that year, DIA selected MXD Development Strategists (MXD) and its collaborative
team including Design Workshop, CH2M Hill, Dr. John Kasarda, Integrity Parking,
Transcore and Ambient Energy to prepare the Denver International Airport City
Development Strategy.
However, local residents and others have been questioning the new construction in and
around the airport property as several red ags have been raised. In fact, since the rst
construction phases of the airport started in the early 1990′s, there have been several
indicators that something else may be taking place on or under the grounds of the 53
square mile complex.

The Facility
Some speculate that a deep underground military facility, part of the Continuity of
Government (COG) program exists on the site. A massive underground city that will be
used by our government in the event that Washington or our central government’s
command hub is compromised. According to some investigative reports, including one
headed up by the former Governor of Minnesota, Jesse Ventura, the underground city
that lies beneath the airport quite possibly connects to other deep underground military
installations throughout the country.
A source of mine within the airport con rmed for the rst time astonishing information
regarding the underground facility, providing details unknown to airport staff and the
general public until now.
The following are details regarding a deep underground military installation located on
the grounds of the DIA as provided by my source:
Level 1 of the airport is inset into the ground to protect from vibrations coming from underneath. The
baseboard characteristics lead to this technical design. The employees have been told the reason for
this is to protect from vibrations from the public train that leads back and forth to all concourses, A,
B, and C.
The airport’s gate and door numbers correspond to emergency action and response plans that
indicate speci c details to people “in the know”.
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The design of the airport is built to throw people o as levels are labeled di erently on each in some
cases and grading changes make it di icult to pinpoint your actual elevation. This was a security
feature added by the designers.
Due to lawsuits (or potential staged events) in the “United Airlines, Inc.” section of one of the
basement levels at DIA, an infectious bio-hazard or fungal outbreak has instigated quarantined o
areas of the underground, as they are now inaccessible to the airport sta and personnel.
The quarantined section of the underground was con rmed by the source to be located in Concourse
B’s East side lower levels.
The land ll located o of Tower Rd. two miles west of the Jeppesen Terminal was added onto in the
early 2000′s despite the airport’s appeal to the District Court against the land ll in 2002, claiming it
was an FAA safety hazard. The land ll has a functioning element to it but is “mocked-up” to look like
a land ll hidden in plain sight.
There is a militarized intermediary entrance located in the “United Airlines” section of the
underground. The actual door number was reveled by my source with great hesitation. The actual
door code is “BE64B” unknown until now to the general public.
A swi door will also allow access to the intermediary entrance of the facility if you have the
proper “speed-pass” clearance on a Department of Defense (DOD) level. This door was also a secret
to the general public until now. The actual door number is “T-47 M” located on the level 4 exterior.
Update: Airport Sta , “I just went into T47-M… nothing goes down, no steps, no elevator”.
The dirt in parts of the train tunnels looks unnatural, and “if anyone steps on it they know”, said my
source.
Gates can “lock-down” certain sections of the airport in the event of an emergency.
A nearly 3-mile long tunnel heads out from the intermediary entrance “BE64B”, to a full-blown
Department of Defense (DOD) sanctioned militarized entrance nestled in a set of 5 buildings 120′
beneath the surface located Northeast of the Jeppesen Terminal.
All VIP activity typically originates under the Northwest section of “Concourse C”
The information provided by the whistleblower does indeed beg the following
question. Does the DOD have any ties to areas of the airport owned and (or) operated by
domestics airline carriers?
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Department of Defense Ties To Domestic
Airline Carriers
New information uncovered by dev-test.intellihub.com investigators concludes that, yes
indeed the DOD has ties to a commercial airline carrier that operates out of the Denver
International Airport.
Documents requested by a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request by
the Investigative Report Workshop in 2004 reveal that “United Airlines, Inc” is involved
in a DOD “Air Transportation Program” likely connected to COG. This contract would
allow United Airlines to y VIPs, sitting Senators, Congressmen, and top elected of cials
including Head’s of State to-and-fro the main COG hub located on DIA grounds.
According to the Investigative Report Workshop, “The Department of Defense audits
commercial air carriers it contracts with to y DOD employees. The Workshop and PBS
FRONTLINE sent an FOIA request to learn about United Airline’s maintenance
procedures. Last year, we had sent the same request for another company and the audits
proved to be very informative. This time, however, we received about 94 mostly blank
pages.”

The Dirt Came From Somewhere
According to my source from inside, a massive pile of dirt was added to an existing
land ll in the area despite the FAA’s request that it was dangerous to travelers and could
pose a radar issue causing a potential disaster. This addition to that land ll was pressed
hard and was supposed to take place over a 40-60 year period, but instead took place
over the course of about 4 years. The pile of dirt, which is masked as a land ll in-plainsight, now exceeds 300′ in altitude.
An excerpt from the FAA appeal reads, “In the Hazard Determination and Af rmation,
the FAA found that the Tower Road land ll at its proposed height “would be in the radar
line of sight and vehicles [i.e., dump trucks and graders] operating at the land ll may
cause radar re ection and consequently create false targets.” JA 7.
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The Determination and Af rmation themselves provide no evidentiary basis for the “false
target” nding. Indeed, we can nd at most only two pages in a 462-page record to
support it. The FAA’s aeronautical study reports that Airways Facility radar technicians
have “identi ed the potential for false targets. At the current elevation of 5,423′ AMSL
[above mean sea level], the land ll is below the radar line-of-sight. At the new height of
5,542′ AMSL, the large dump trucks, graders, and other heavy equipment create the
potential for re ecting the radar and causing false targets…. The impact in this
circumstance would be an erroneous position indication for the aircraft.”

The Denver Airport conclusion
The Denver Airport (Location) is part of a Continuity of Government Program and does
indeed house an underground facility.
Such a facility may be put in place for such an event like the coming passing of Planet X.

Is Planet X inhabited?
According to Sitchin, the Anunnaki are from Planet X (Nibiru) and may explain stories if
“giants” which were published in the bible and other writings. Some even say that Planet
X has been transformed into a fully inhabitable Dyson sphere.

So what’s next?
I guess we will have to wait and see.
Related:
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